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EBook Errors 

How to avoid 5 common problems 

 

 

 

 

Publishers face challenges when converting print books to 

eBooks, when creating eBooks from InDesign files, and when 

designing eBooks. This whitepaper addresses those challenges. 

As more readers buy eBooks, formatting and typographical 

errors are becoming a major frustration. In recent days, Walter 

Isaacson’s Steve Jobs was removed from the iBookstore and replaced 

with a new version because of formatting errors.1 One iBookstore 

reviewer wrote: “I want my money back. The formatting errors in 

the iBooks version are appalling. At first, a caption is missing or just 

a word, but it soon become illegible. The publisher should be 

ashamed.”2 

Similarly, the Amazon Kindle release of Neal Stephenson’s 

eBook Reamde recently made headlines because line breaks, missing 

passages, and hyphens preceding words such as “people” and 
                                                      
1
 http://www.macworld.co.uk/ipad-iphone/news/index.cfm?newsid=3313555&olo=rss 

2
 http://itunes.apple.com/us/book/steve-jobs/id431617578?mt=11 
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“couple” were scattered throughout the eBook.3 One Amazon 

reviewer wrote: “…the reading experience is fatally tainted,”4 and 

demanded a full refund of the $16.99 price. 

Digital publishers are all too familiar with user complaints, 

such as this one posted to the MobileReads online forum: 

“I have bought 4 new e-books . . . All of them have had typos 
or mistakes, way more than any print book I have read. One 
of the books had every other page missing! Why is that? 
These were all new releases, so I would think that it would 
be easy to format the eBook along with the print version. It 
is very annoying and makes me a little disenchanted with 
eBooks... (I still like my reader though) Has anyone else had 
this problem?”  

The Technical Challenges 

The frequency and types of errors depend on how the eBook is 

produced. The most error-prone eBooks emerge from a process 

called optical character recognition (OCR), in which the print 

version of the title is scanned page-by-page. Backlist titles are often 

converted into eBooks this way because publishers do not have 

digital versions of printed books. 

“There simply aren’t digital files for many books—even recent 

books,” said Pablo Defendini, Interactive Producer at Open Road 

Integrated Media. “Nowadays, books are converted from PDF, from 

very old versions of Quark, or if those files are corrupted or are 

difficult to open, the physical book is scanned.” Scanning books 

through OCR is imperfect and introduces errors. “It is a machine. It 

                                                      
3
 http://www.csmonitor.com/Books/chapter-and-verse/2011/0930/E-book-errors-in-Neal-Stephenson-s-Reamde-

annoy-Kindle-users 
4
 http://www.amazon.com/Reamde-A-0Novel-ebook/product-

reviews/B004XVN0WW/ref=cm_cr_pr_hist_1?ie=UTF8&showViewpoints=0&filterBy=addOneStar 
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will continue to read a letter ‘r’ next to a letter ‘n’ as the letter ‘m’,” 

Defendini said. 

Kassia Krozser, Publisher of Booksquare.com, has downloaded 

OCR-scanned eBooks where the pages appear in the wrong order. “A 

reader is going to notice that!” she said. “And will not be happy 

whether they’ve paid $9.99 or $16.99.” 

Even tech-savvy Google concedes that transforming print 

books into EPUB through OCR is “challenging.”5 Google’s Book 

Search Mobile Team has scanned more than one million books. On 

the Inside Google Books blog, the team explained how the legible text 

of a Sherlock Holmes print book was accurately converted through 

OCR. (Even the em-dash rendered correctly.)  

 

 

 

 

Google challenged their technology team with the original, hand-

written manuscript of Alice in Wonderland, reproduced below: 

 

 

 

 

 

                                                      
5
 http://booksearch.blogspot.com/2009/02/15-million-books-in-your-pocket.html 
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The OCR output is illegible: 

 

 

 

An extreme case?  Yes, but OCR does not always distinguish 

between particular characters, even with legible typefaces. Words 

such as “he” continue to be reproduced as “be” (and vice versa). Said 

the Google team: “Our computer algorithms have to automatically 

determine the structure of the book; what are the headers and 

footers, where images are placed, whether text is verse or prose, and 

so forth. The technical challenges are daunting, but we'll continue to 

make enhancements to our OCR and book structure extraction 

technologies.” 

Michael Calleia, Vice President of Product at Vook, argues that 

it is a “myth” to consider the creation of eBooks as “simply a 

conversion” from old file types. He points to print artifacts in 

eBooks, such as edition codes, references to the print edition, and 

even print book page numbers in the table of contents. “Publishers 

should not be satisfied with simply converting a document when 

they create an eBook,” he said. “They are recreating a product for a 

completely different medium. You can’t take radio and put it on a 

video tape and think it’s going to be great. Basic typography seems 

to be lost, be it through OCR or conversion from InDesign. That's 

what we're aiming to solve with Vook.” 
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Double-Entry Scanning 

Most off-shore book conversion services offer “double-entry” 

scanning to combat eBook errors. As the name suggests, physical 

books are scanned twice. Software then identifies discrepancies in 

the digital output. Double-entry scanning catches many of the errors 

but not all of them, Defendini said. “If no human eyes look it over, 

those errors will be published. And that is frequently the case.” 

Conversion from InDesign 

Adobe’s InDesign is the standard software for designing print 

books. Elizabeth Castro, author of EPUB: Straight to the Point 

describes InDesign as a “complex, industrial-strength piece of 

software often used to create complicated but static layouts for 

print.”6 InDesign enables a user to create incredibly well-designed 

print books. A graphic designer can apply complex styles and layout 

to the pages — far more complex styles than are currently available 

for eBooks or the Web. For example, a print book can accommodate 

multiple typeface weights (e.g. light, medium, extra-bold). “Unlike 

the web or eBooks, in a print book the designer doesn’t simply put 

<b> tags in front of a word in order to show bold,” Defendini said. 

Most eBooks are not as visually appealing as their print 

counterparts, and many well-designed InDesign books have not 

been converted into eBooks for this reason. Nevertheless, InDesign 

is increasingly used to export InDesign files to EPUB. “The process is 

less than perfect,” Castro said. “Adobe’s Creative Suite 5.5 is an 

improvement over previous versions. It's not perfect and it would 

be hard for it to be, given how quickly changes are coming to EPUB 

                                                      
6
 ePub: Straight to the Point, PeachPit Press, 46. 
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and how long it takes software companies to update an extremely 

complex program like InDesign.”  

Converted InDesign files require manual coding by a user 

proficient in XHTML and CSS (as well as EPUB and MOBI 

specifications), and the potential for human error is high. The 

reason? EBooks cannot render InDesign's precise styles, and the 

InDesign export function creates bloated and complex eBook code. 

Defendini argues that the errors in Stephenson's Reamde eBook 

were possibly caused by sloppy “find-and-replace” searching within 

an InDesign-created EPUB in an attempt to clean up the code. Castro 

suggests that eBook creators can exert more control by hand-editing 

the CSS. However, this does not eliminate all of the potential 

formatting errors. “With print books, layout, readability and 

typography are critical,” Defendini said. “A book production team 

will add manual page breaks as required to improve legibility on the 

page,” Defendini said. As seen in the example below, a line break 

made its way from the InDesign file into the EPUB, unbeknownst to 

the publisher. When the InDesign file was exported to XHTML, 

InDesign replaced the line breaks with a hyphen: 

 

 

 

Small caps also create challenges. For example, small caps 

begin their life in Microsoft Word or InDesign when the author 

selects the text and applies the SMALL CAPS STYLE to the characters. 

However, when converted to XHTML by InDesign, the small caps 
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revert to their original format: lower case letters. This potential 

error must be identified and fixed by the eBook production team.   

Both Defendini and Castro recommend editing InDesign 

paragraph and character styles 

before exporting to XHTML. 

This is a first step towards a 

cleaner XHTML file. Defendini 

suggests creating a new set of 

InDesign character and paragraph styles separate from the InDesign 

styles that would normally be used for a print book. Then, the coder 

should map the styles to the limited number of XHTML tags 

available. Both Castro and Defendini also recommend creating an 

InDesign Book Document, rather than one single InDesign file. 

Defendini recommends formatting the table of contents separately 

and adding metadata to it.  

Flowable Content and Device Rendering 

EBook content is often referred to as “reflowable”. For 

example, in an eBook the user can control the size of the font 

displayed. When the reader changes the font size, the text is shuffled 

to the next page and the page breaks in a different location. A single 

EPUB will render differently on the Barnes & Noble Nook, the Sony 

Reader, and the Kindle Fire. The same eBook will render differently 

on different versions of the Amazon Kindle. This presents unique 

challenges for eBook designers even with the rudimentary styling 

and typefaces available today.  

 Page breaks are also challenging. An eBook that has a chapter 

header alone at the bottom of a page, or an image on one page and a 

caption on the next, looks awkward. Castro said that while both 
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InDesign and CSS offer methods for controlling page breaks, 

InDesign unfortunately does not translate its page break 

information to CSS. Furthermore, the same CSS properties are not 

supported across all eReaders. “The only foolproof way to get a page 

break is to divide the document into separate HTML files,” Castro 

said. “But that can make the resulting EPUB files less flexible and 

more unwieldy.”  

Do Publisher Work Flows Increase the Chance of Error? 

Publishers continue to struggle with integrating eBook 

production into their traditional print book work flows. Said 

Krozser: “Book production in general is an ungainly animal. It looks 

like it shouldn’t work, but somehow it does. The eBook creation 

process is grafted onto that imperfect process. The book moves from 

InDesign, to print-ready PDF, and then to XHTML. And it’s not 

typically clean HTML,” she said. The solution? Defendini and Krozser 

argue that eBook creation — using one, single XML file at the outset 

— will address many of the eBook errors. eBook creation should 

lead — not follow —the creation of print books. Defendini believes 

authors and production teams will appreciate easier proofing. “In 

the traditional workflow, authors will mark up a PDF version of 

their InDesign book, by hand. That requires them to print it out, 

mark it up, scan it and send it back. Our authors can mark up an 

electronic file. That’s easier on everyone involved,” he said. Only 

once the manuscript is “set” would Defendini recommend beginning 

work on a print layout. 

Krozser understands why this approach is challenging: Print 

books are still the largest source of revenues. “It is really hard to 

justify an overhaul of the workflow, based on guesstimates of sales 
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or even rapid growth,” she said. “I think you will see changes to 

workflows on an imprint-by-imprint basis, particularly those where 

eBook sales are approaching 50% of revenues. It has to come from 

the top,” she said, citing Sourcebooks’ integration of print and digital 

workflows.7 

Without the introduction of new technologies, Defendini is less 

optimistic. “The industry is in a much better place than it was two or 

three years ago, particularly with the Big Six,” he said. “But as long 

as eBooks remain second-class citizens in the production workflow, 

we will still see these issues.” 

Defendini believes that eBook production is more akin to web 

production than it is to print production. Shifting workflows is 

difficult, Defendini said. “Often, your print designer is a different 

person than your eBook designer, and the print teams are divorced 

from the digital arm. The issues that come up for eBooks might not 

be considered by a print designer,” he said.  

Who Should Catch the Errors?  

Our experts were unanimous in holding publishers 

accountable for eBook errors. “It's the publishers, through and 

through,” Defendini said. “Catching errors in a book is not an alien 

concept to publishers. This same attention to detail is part of the 

craft of book design and print book workflow. There is no reason to 

forego proofreading of eBooks when the print production team is 

reviewing galleys. The problem is that many publishers have 

bootstrapped the digitization of their backlist. I believe we are 

always going to need human proofreaders. You cannot cut corners. 

There’s no way to escape it.” 
                                                      
7
 http://www.sourcebooks.com/next-ebooks/1501-on-ebooks-a-publishers-view-of-the-digital-transformation.html 
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Castro believes the myriad device manufacturers and the lack 

of standardized code contributes to the problem. “Each of the device 

manufacturers wants its eReader to stand out. They want it to do 

something different that only they support. That means EPUB 

designers are compelled to make multiple versions of a single book 

so that they will display properly in each eReader. It’s very 

reminiscent of the browser wars of the late 90s. It will be interesting 

to see if Kindle’s new K8 format, based on the same HTML5 and 

CSS3 that is at the heart of EPUB3, will make this situation better or 

worse.” 

Michael Calleia is hopeful that the Vook platform will address 

many of these issues as Vook rolls out new iterations. “Our objective 

is to enable eBook creators to lead, or run in parallel with, print 

book production,” he said. “And ideally, the resulting eBook file will 

be cleaner, easier to read and error-free.” 

Vook has identified five common EPUB formatting errors, and 

offers some suggestions on how to avoid them.  

Problem #1: Headers with Hyphens 

The Problem: Unsightly hyphens in headers look awful. 

InDesign doesn't currently export hyphenation settings to EPUB and 

the narrow screens of eReaders typically break header text onto 

separate lines, complete with hyphens.  

The Solution: Use the command {hyphens: none;} in the CSS for 

each of the headers. (i.e., <h1> . . . <h6>) Coders can also specify that 

paragraph copy (i.e., <p>) should display hyphens, and they will be 

automatically inserted. Hyphenation functionality and preventing 
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hyphenation of headers is built into Vook; no coding is required. 

However, this functionality will not be supported in all readers. 

Problem #2: Chapter titles, Headers, and Sub-Headers 

Separated on Different eBook Pages 

The Problem: EPUBs 

are reflowable, and 

chapter titles, headers, 

and sub-headers can be 

split from the text that 

immediately follows. The 

result? An ugly EPUB that 

reads more like a 

webpage and less like a 

book. 

The Solution: Specify in the CSS that Chapter Titles, Headers, 

and Sub-Headers should stay together as a group. Use the page-

break-after command, and set it to avoid. (Want to keep the chapter 

titles on a separate page? Set the parameter to always.) This is built 

into Vook; no coding is required. 

Problem #3: Unsightly Indentation, and Random Blank Pages in 

the eBook 

The Problem: Sloppy 

indentation can make an 

eBook difficult to read. 

Blank pages make the 

reader wonder if they’ve 

missed a key passage. 
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These formatting errors are often caused when converting EPUBs 

from Microsoft Word. In that scenario, the user will use the “Tab” 

key to indent paragraphs, and the “Enter” key to insert line breaks, 

rather than using Word’s built in formatting styles. 

The Solution: eBook styles are critical to creating a great-

looking eBook. If the user is hand-coding an eBook, it’s best to apply 

styles to the document (in Word or InDesign) before converting the 

file to EPUB. Template styling (including control indentation and 

line breaks through WYSIWYG) is built into Vook. 

Problem #4: Strange Characters Inserted into eBooks 

The Problem: 

Wingding-like 

characters show up 

in eBooks and are 

reminiscent of the 

early days of the Web. Readers know these errors when they see 

them.  

The Solution: One incorrect parameter of CSS code can ruin the 

entire reading experience. EBooks are encoded with “character sets” 

that define which types of characters are available for display. There 

are two formats — ISO and Unicode. ISO supports 256 different 

characters from Latin languages. Unicode supports the Latin 

alphabet but also Cyrillic, Arabic, and Greek. Errors arise when the 

eBook encoding is set to ISO and the publisher doesn’t notice. The 

solution? Change <?xml version="1.0" encoding="ISO-8859-1"?> to 

read <?xml version="1.0" encoding=" utf-8 "?>. Readers have been 

known to fix these issues on their own, by unzipping, editing, and re-

creating the EPUB file.   
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Problem #5: eBook Aesthetics  

The Problem: With myriad devices, few cross-platform 

standards, and complex code governing the look and feel of eBooks, 

eBook aesthetics remain a challenge. Print book alignment (text and 

image wrapping) is near perfect; the format is fixed and always 

under the control of the book designer. EBooks do not benefit from 

this level of perfection.  

The Solution: eBook aesthetics are primarily in the hands of 

CSS professionals, for now. The easiest way to get up to speed on 

CSS is through the excellent book resources available.  

First, start with Castro’s EPUB: Straight to the Point. All digital 

book professionals should read Castro’s book to understand the 

complexities of file types, conversion, and styling, regardless of 

whether they are knee-deep in CSS.  

Second, read O’Reilly’s CSS Pocket Reference. It’s an easy-to-use 

reference tool that any eBook coder will find invaluable.  

For Kindle formatting and eBook formatting in general, read 

Joshua Tallent’s Kindle Formatting: The Complete Guide. An industry 

expert, Josh takes a deep dive into the code that will resolve many 

eBook formatting issues. 

Vook has been hard at work creating a platform that addresses 

many of these pain points, be they stylistic or otherwise, in an effort 

to help publishers create great looking eBooks. 

http://www.elizabethcastro.com/epub/
http://www.amazon.com/CSS-Pocket-Reference-Eric-Meyer/dp/0596001207
http://kindleformatting.com/book/

